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The third annual Flourish Conference was a smashing success! Thank you
to everyone who was able to join us for another great series of discussions
from thought leaders in the branded currency space. 
 
If you weren't able to join us, don't fret. We've put together a recap guide
with highlights of key conversations on important industry topics. 

“Branded currency is more than just facilitating a
transaction; it’s about facilitating an experience.”

For Information About the Next Flourish
Conference, visit flourishcon.com!

Look for more info delivered to your inbox in the coming months. Follow us

on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for special offers and the latest

updates.

You don't have to wait until next year's conference to stay up to date, listen to the

latest Flourish in a Flash podcast on iTunes, Spotify, or flourishcon.com.

https://www.flourishcon.com/podcast
https://www.linkedin.com/company/flourish-the-growth-of-branded-currency/
https://twitter.com/flourishcon?lang=en
https://www.instagram.com/flourish_con/
https://www.facebook.com/flourishcon


KEYNOTE: Experience Design is the New Imperative

How much do you want to design for your customers vs. how much do they want to design for
themselves?
Intentional experience design = building a community without sidewalks, then paving the routes
that people decided were easiest to walk
Nobody wants your product. Don’t think “product”, think “solution”

Brand = ExperienceStory

KEY POINTS

INSIGHTS

MEANINGBEHAVIOR

DATA

Performance
Marketing

Brand
Marketing

MARKETING DIVIDED

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT = DIRECT TRANSACTION + INDIRECT TRANSACTION
 
Experience Design = Design Thinking + Decision Science

Relevance > Uniqueness
Differentiation > Excellence
Time > Price 
Omnichannel > Place
Feel > Think

21ST CENTURY BRAND:



Branded Currency: More Than Just Gifting

Digital brings the advantage of variable
denomination
 
Branded currency drives loyalty. Specifically,
reload means consumers have your payment
form factor in their wallet. You have a greater
wallet share. They are more motivated to use that
gift card than they might be to just stop at the
“closest” retailer.

KEYNOTE: The State of Branded Currency

1. Consolidation 

“Any gift card sale is a great
gift card sale.” 

- Ashley Erickson, Chipotle

Major Trends

a. Measure beyond top line sales
b. Takes advantage of new functionality
c. Streamlines

a. Stored value, loyalty are moving beyond their traditional use cases and allowing all of us to          
meet our consumers where they are.

a. Predictions:

i. Processing will become cheaper 
ii. The ability to tie together multiple data points across a transaction will be automatic
iii. Gift cards and loyalty points will be able to be used cross border
Spending crypto will be easier

2. Expansion (use of technology)

3. Revolution (Blockchain technology)

Presented by FlourishCon producers Kristen Thiry & Holly Glowaty

“Stored Value, Loyalty are moving beyond their traditional
use-cases and are allowing all of us to meet our consumers

where they are.”



Improving B2B Programs: Feedback from the Front
Line
Key Takeaways:

Sub Co x Branded Currency: The New Math

SAVVY | Analytics-as-a-Service for Gift Cards | Eoin Whyte
 
MARKETING INNOVATORS | Elevate our brand experience with breakthrough technology |
Richard Blabolil 
 
SWYCH | Digital-Gifting-as-a-Service | Deepak Jain
 
NATIONAL GIFT CARD (NGC) | Largest North American fulfillment center & in-app integration
for branded currency | Eric Thiegs
 
SPRYNGBOARD | Web-based platform to connect brands, aggregators/providers, and partners |
Brenda Gilpatrick
 
 

Flourish in 5: Innovation Showcase

“Gift cards are very expensive relative to other channels...but
when you do the math and post-acquisition analysis on the

lifetime value, it becomes a viable, scalable way to grow.”
- Jeff Mickeal

Managers are where employee engagement programs come to life; however, many of them feel
unsupported by lack of training
30% of managers purchase gift cards from a store and often are unaware of where to purchase
bulk at a discount
The purpose of giving rewards and incentives is to create a favorable memory linked to that
employee behavior and your company, so they feel valued. 
Key benefit of closed-loop gift cards: they create sustained employee engagement due to their
memorability and appeal, whereas cash is viewed strictly as compensation and therefore less
memorable.



1+1=3 Delivering the Ideal Customer Experience is
More than the Sum of Its Parts

How to Get C-Suite Buy-in
Internal challenges: Nobody knows what to do with the gift card team:

Tender type?
Marketing program?
Operations?

Loyalty tool?
Necessary evil?

Must frame everything in 3 different touch points:
1. Consumers
2. Internal partners (senior leaders)
3. Enterprise perspective
 
“This is why we’re important”

RELEVANT DIFFERENTIATED

AUTHENTIC

MARKETPLACECONSUMER

BRAND

SOLUTION: TREAT OURSELVES AS ANY OTHER BRAND

POSITIONING
OPPORTUNITY

Digital has doubled in the past 3 years
eGift adoption being driven by individuals
(purchasers) 37 and younger
Recipients of egift are generally distributed
Under 18: More open to egift cards than any other
generation by a significant margin
Young people self-give more than anyone     
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The Importance of Storytelling for B2B Fintechs

Uncovering your ROI: How to express why gift
cards matter to other stakeholders 
Insight and action based on common understanding

Common standards
Leads to tools and insights

Cross department communication
Leads to action

(( X + Y) * M) - (D * X)

ROI Calculation
Market Impression Value

(MIV) Calculation

(D * X)
* CPM = MIV

TV
x(( ) )1000

FACTS & 
FIGURES

EMOTIONAL
CONNECTION

GREAT
STORY

Facts & Figures and Emotional
Connection are NOT mutually exclusive
concepts. B2B buyers are more apt to
purchase if they can connect with the
heart of your company.

Common factors we all share
X = Your Average Gift Card value sold (i.e. $100)
Y = Your Average Lift (i.e. $20)
M = The Profit margin on goods sold (i.e. 50%)
D = Discount (i.e. 10%)

Key Points:

Content is king, but there is a ton of it out there. 
Emotion is the missing ingredient in brand storytelling --> 50% of B2B buyers are more likely to
buy if they can connect emotionally with your brand. 
B2B fintechs need to tap into buyer emotions and overcome credibility, trust, and education
hurdles. 
Storytelling can bridge the gaps in credibility, trust, and education and inspire emotional
connection with prospects. 



KEYNOTE: Future of Currency and Your Brand

15.6MM people today don’t have bank accounts
QR tags for homeless in China, powered via WeChat

MACRO TRENDS

Millennials make up 80MM+ | They are “Leaderful”

SUBCATEGORIES OF MILLENNIALS

Is in college
Leads to tools and insights
Disruptors, changers, challengers
Culting of brands
Followers, not the followed

UBER MILLENNIAL

Of color
Sleeping giant: strong enough to
change the culture of society
Use clever wordplay

CULTURE MILLENNIAL

Not interested in being part of any
other groups
Not interested in commercial
Interested in unconventional
patterns

VICE MILLENNIAL

Not in a major metropolitan area
Get bad rap of being “lazy”
Are transitional; trying to figure
out the world

WILD CARD MILLENNIAL

1. Cash vs. Cashless

2. AI/Chatbots

3. CryptoBlock

Under 35 would prefer to interact with a computer rather than a human being & are less
likely to complain to a human after a bad experience but will hop online to vent
We are in the age of conversation

Blockchain eliminates friction, maximizes efficiency, enables real-time exchange
No devaluaing: moves from “authority of the brand” to empowering the consumer.



The State of Branded Currency in UK and EU

The “Age” of Engagement: Generational Impact on
Brands, Payments and Consumer Sentiment

Voice shopping - 20%
Pop-up stores - 21% (non traditional
locations)
VR shopping - 17%

Gift Card Attitudes
Millennials are more likely than other generations to view gift cards as an opportunity to spend
more and try something new.

Shopping innovations are most popular with
Gen Z:

76% - easy payments process
58% - loyalty program
43% - gift cards
18% - mobile wallets

Branded payments drive loyalty

Brand Loyalty is Important

55% Millennials v 47% Boomers 
Reward cards drive loyalty participation—especially with Millennials. 
65% of Millennials prefer digital gift cards in loyalty

Gift cards remain highly relevant
Shoppers are demanding flexibility
Personalisation is an opportunity
B2B is a key area of focus

Key Points

Innovation in B2B Incentives: The Art of
Delighting Your Customers

Will this result in success for our
customer?
Will it make our customer a hero?

Answer two big questions:

A growing role in driving loyalty
Low C-Suite engagement
Internal education would help

Focusing on the customer is innovation.

89% of companies primarily compete on customer
experience, yet less than 50% deliver a “good”
customer experience or better.



Fighting Fraud: Stopping Promotional and Bulk
Gift Card Abuse

Form Factor Matters

Limitless variety (shapes, colors, sizes)
Unusual shapes

Changes in Tech

1. The  mag-stripe is no longer needed

Is it Worth it? Proving the Value of Your Branded
Currency Program

Use the data you already have
Get to know your customers
Develop a test-and-learn market
Do the math and prove your worth

Key Points:

Can run heavy substrates and short runs,
which means you can test on a small
footprint (10-20 stores) and then scale up
to full

2. Advances in digital printing technology

“All of us need to move beyond simple
reporting metrics and talk about how

Gift Cards are impacting your
company’s bottom line.”

-Francesca Vanderwall, Ulta Beauty

Highlights:

Teresa Ferraro-Gosse (Riskified): "Every industry is vulnerable if you’re offering promotions,
but some are more vulnerable than others... anything digital is prone to fraudsters."

Rebekka Rea (Swych): What can companies do to prevent promo abuse from happening?

Julie Von Rohr (SVM): "I think...velocity checks, quantity limits, other restrictions that limit
the amount of the promo that people can take advantage... I also think investing in systems is
very important."
Teresa Ferraro-Gosse (Riskified): "Stopping just with quantity or velocity checks is a good
place to start but it doesn’t necessarily stop the root of the problem because the accounts
are still being created and that can have a negative impact on the marketing dollars that you
spend and also how you choose to spend them moving forward because you don’t know how
many real customers you actually have."



New Use Cases for Blockchain within Branded
Currency

What Cashless Means for Your Business

Tyler Forbes (AeroPay)

Highlights:

The Politics of Prepaid

Highlights:
Alexandra Prodromos (Chicago Blockchain Center): Describe Blockchain in a couple
sentences.

Eric Grill (MyBitCards.com): “A ledger you can count on to be a statement of truth.” 
Sal Khan (CoR.io Inc.): “Distributed ledger technology is key for reconciliation of all
transactions; when paired with self-sovereign identity and authentication, you can begin to
eliminate gift card fraud.”
Deepak Jain (Swych): “Blockchain is just a payment methodology recognized by a currency
brand...where Blockchain is playing a role in this space is in the settlement and reconciliation
and by removing the middlemen.”

Highlights:
Marci LaRouech (Arrow Payments): Tell us how a branded currency program can be created
for an uninmaginable future.

Brian Dunne (Gift Card Consulting): “Think about the architecture of what you’re putting in
place...Rather than building something that is just one huge concrete block—that if you have
to analyze, you have to smash all the concrete— do it in…small, very defined blocks…so that
you can look at data in all different ways.”
Eoin Whyte (Savvy): “You need to have a vendor ecosystem that is best-in-breed and agile.”

"Survey your customers to see if cashless makes sense for your company."
"Mobile payments are here. I think they’re here to stay. What that looks like for he future is
up for debate.

“Most payments under $10 happen in cash.” 
“The higher your average transaction, the less people you’re going to leave out.”

Collin Canright (Canright Communications)



This guide was produced by 
Content Rewired

Copyright 2019 Content Rewired

Content Rewired helps fintech companies bring their best stories to life. We

specialize in the strategy and execution of effective content marketing

programs to generate demand and meet your business objectives. Our team

combines strategy, high-quality content, creativity, and a passion for

storytelling to deliver impactful marketing campaigns for businesses with

complex sales cycles. Learn more at contentrewired.com.

The Flourish Conference is an annual branded currency conference. Flourish is

presented by K+H Connection a leading boutique consulting firm supporting

specialty, ecommerce, and premium merchants who are ready to see their

brands grow utilizing the power of branded currency.  Learn more at

khconnection.com.

https://contentrewired.com/
https://www.khconnection.com/

